The common failure to include an estimation of sample size in grant proposals imposes a major handicap on applicants, particularly for those proposing work in any aspect of research in the health services. Members of research committees need evidence that a study is of adequate size for there to be a reasonable chance of a clear answer at the end. A simple illustrated explanation of the concepts in determining sample size should encourage the faint hearted to pay more attention to this increasingly important aspect ofgrantsmanship.
The central problem ofusing samples to tell us about the group they represent is that the results are influenced by the play of chance. This is called sampling variation. To illustrate this let us set up an experiment to estimate the percentage of boys among newborn infants in Scotland. From statistics published by the government, 52% of babies born in Scotland are known to be male. This percentage comes from counting all 53 000 births in a year according to sex. How precisely can an estimate of this population percentage be made by taking a small sample of say 100 births? (Box 1.)
From a single random sample of 100 infants the percentage of boys is found to be 54%. This is an estimate of the population value. A second sample would in all likelihood give a slightly different result even though it had been taken from the same population as the first. If a very large number of samples each of 100 infants were taken the percentages from all the samples could be plotted as a histogram. The plot in figure 1 shows what the distribution would look like. Figure 1 was made by simulation on a computer. Twenty thousand random samples of 100 were selected and the frequency of samples was plotted according to the percentages of boys observed. In the simulation all the samples were taken from the same population so all the variation from sample to sample in the percentage of boys is due only to chance. There was no other influence on the result of each sample of 100 infants except chance, but even under these conditions a few samples had very extreme values, a long way from the population value. The variation from one sample to another is measured as the variance (box 2).
The distribution is normal, centred around the population value of 52%. Figure 2 shows the theoretical shape of the curve for samples of size 100 with the population value of 52% and the ranges within which 68% and 95% of the distribution lie.
It is conventional to call any observed proportion unusual or surprising if it occurs outside the central 95% of the distribution. Our sample value of 54% is not unusual so we might be willing to accept it as entirely consistent with a true (population) value of 52%. In fact, given this interpretation of the central 95% In place of the distributions of percentages from single samples, as in figures 1-3, we are now concerned with the distributions of the differences between mortalities derived from pairs of samples. Figure 4 shows the distribution of the differences in mortalities obtained from pairs of samples of size 100 drawn from experimental and control groups with identical population mortalities. As the difference between the population mortalities must be zero the distribution is centred around this population value.
SIGNIFICANCE
The significance tells us how likely it is that an observed difference is due to chance when the true difference is zero. We can arbitrarily specify surprising results as those outside the 95% interval. In figure 4 such results would be those in which the differences between the experimental group and controls were equal to or greater than 13% (that is, in favour of treatment) or equal to or less than -13% (the negative value implies an increased mortality in the experimental group). In this trial 13% and -13% are the upper and lower critical values-if the observed result lay beyond them the null hypothesis would be rejected, even though this would mean taking a 5% chance of being wrong because the result was simply an extreme one. This error of rejecting the null hypothesis when it is true is known as a type I or ox error. The error is the one usually referred to as the level of significance in reports of statistical analyses. In this example the conventional value of 5% for ot has been chosen, but this is quite arbitrary. A more restrictive value might be taken, such as 1% or even 0-1% to reduce the possibility of accepting the treatment as effective when the result is simply due to chance.
POWER
The power tells us how likely we are to detect an effect for a given sample size, effect size, and level of significance. In the treatment trial we believe that an effect or change in mortality of 23% can be obtained.
Thus our alternative hypothesis (alternative to the null) is that there is a true effect of 23%. The results from samples taken to estimate this value can be expected to be centred about the value 23%. Figure 5 shows two distributions. On the left is the theoretical distribution for the null hypothesis which underlies figure 4 The power of the sample to detect a true difference in mortality of 23% is the likelihood of a sample estimate occurring above the critical value. As 10% (1) of the distribution lies below this value 90% must lie above it. Thus there is a 90% (100-13) chance of detecting a true difference of 23% with samples of size 100 given a significance level of 5% (a).
We have already seen that the spread of the distribution of sample estimates can be altered by changing the number of observations used in calculating each estimate; the more observations the narrower the distribution (fig 3) . Figure 6 shows simulated distributions of sample estimates of differences for samples of size 500 instead of 100. Both distributions are centred around the same population values as in figure 5, example these are the likely death rate in the control group-73% and the effect size of interest-23%) * The value for ot (in the example we used the conventional 5%) * The value for 13 (in the example we used 100/%). These choices will lead to rejection of the null hypothesis when it is true in 5% of samples and acceptance of the null hypothesis when it is not true in 100% of samples, given the assumed true difference of 23%. Other values commonly used are 1% for a and 20%, 5%, and l1% (giving powers of80%, 955%, and 99% respectively) for 13.
The critical value in figure 5 marks the upper limit of the 95% interval of the null distribution. Its position on the horizontal axis can be calculated from information both from the null distribution and from the altemative distribution.
Based on the properties of the normal distribution the critical value lies 1 96 standard errors above the true null value of 0 (zero). The standard error can be calculated from the formula:
SEdiff=\/(plql +P2q2)/n where Pl is the percentage of subjects dying in the treated group and q1 is the percentage surviving (equal to 100-p ) and similarly for P2 and q2 for the controls. The number of subjects in one ofthe groups is assumed equal to the number of subjects in the other groups and is represented by n. Thus the position of the critical value on the horizontal axis is:
The critical value can also be defined by using information about the altemative distribution. The standard error is calculated as above. When B= 10%, as in the figure, the critical value lies 1 28 standard errors below the altemative true value of 23% (box 3).
As the critical value can be defined by two different expressions, the expressions must be equal to each other:
23-1~28 V(p1q1 +p2q2)/n= 0 0+1 96A(p1ql +p2q2)/n 232n= (1 *28Vy(plql +p2q2) + 1 96V(p1q1 +P2q2)) n= ((1 -96+ 1 28)2(plql +p2q2))/232 
